RESEARCH ASSISTANTS OR BUDDING SCIENTISTS? A REVIEW OF 96 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT PROJECTS AT THE KOESTLER PARAPSYCHOLOGY UNIT

BY CAROLINE WAIN

ABSTRACT: This paper reviews 96 undergraduate student projects supervised by Koestler Parapsychology Unit staff. Of these projects, 41.7% were unrelated either to psi or to paranormal experiences and beliefs; 18.8% were related to paranormal experiences and beliefs but contained no psi task. The paper focuses on the remaining 38 projects (39.6%) that included a psi task. Of these projects, 27 predicted overall significant performance on a psi task and 8 (21.1%) found the predicted results. Four small clusters of projects that used similar psi tasks were identified. The PK-RNG and EDA presentiment studies showed little consistency of psi task performance, and the majority (8 out of 9) obtained nonsignificant psi results. In contrast, significant results and relatively consistent effect sizes were found in 3 of the 5 ganzfeld studies, specifically those with participants who were "creative," introvert, or who had practiced a mental discipline. None of the EDA-barbaric studies was statistically significant; however all 3 found effects in the predicted direction and of a reasonable magnitude (r ≈ 0.15). These results are discussed in terms of what can be learned from student projects.

Particularly in Europe, academics with research interests in parapsychology are taking up posts within higher education institutions. Naturally these researchers become involved with teaching students and, as a result, many student projects are being conducted under their supervision. This raises the question of the evidential status of such projects. For instance, might they contain unreported flaws? Should they be included in meta-analyses of psi research? Furthermore, as there are far more student projects than there are parapsychologists, does the database of student projects form a significant file-drawer for parapsychology if these projects remain unpublished? To some extent these questions may be answered by taking into consideration the pedagogical context of the student projects: does the supervisor maintain strict control so that the student is essentially a research assistant, or is the student given some freedom to develop his or her scientific curiosity but also to make mistakes (and—we hope—learn from them)? This paper aims to encourage consideration of these important issues for modern-day parapsychology by looking in detail at the
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1 This is a revised version of a paper presented by the author at the 2007 Parapsychological Association Convention. My grateful thanks go to Professors Richard Wiseman and Ezio Cardeal, and to my anonymous referees, for their helpful comments on the paper.
undergraduate student projects conducted at the Koestler Parapsychology Unit (KPU).

The KPU is a research group situated within the School of Philosophy, Psychology, and Language Sciences at the University of Edinburgh, Scotland. The KPU initially grew out of the Koestler Professor of Parapsychology, Robert Morris, who held this position from 1985 until his death in 2004. The KPU consists of teaching staff, research staff, and postgraduate students whose area of interest and expertise is parapsychology and the psychology of anomalous experiences and beliefs. While Bob Morris was Koestler Professor, KPU researchers included (in alphabetical order) Deborah Delany, Peter Lamont, Julie Milson, Fiona Steinikamp, Paul Stevens, and Caroline Watt. KPU members have always played a role in teaching psychology undergraduate and postgraduate students. The undergraduate psychology course at the University of Edinburgh is 4 years long. The single most substantial piece of work that undergraduate students produce is their final-year project and thesis. In this, students are able to apply their methodological and statistical training to topics in which they have a particular interest, under the supervision of staff with relevant expertise. Students can choose their thesis topic from a selection offered by staff. They are also free to approach staff with their own research idea, in which case the staff may agree to supervise, so the degree to which the project topic is driven by a supervisor's own research agenda varies depending on his or her pedagogical and research goals. Some may exert strict control so that the project addresses a tightly specified question in their research program and is methodologically sound. In this case, the student is essentially acting in the role of research assistant or coinvestigator. Others may prefer to encourage students to think creatively and follow their scientific curiosity. Here the project is less likely to contribute to a systematic research program, and—in the hands of less able students—study quality may suffer. The project is written up as a thesis of around 11,000 words that is graded and contributes towards the student’s overall degree grade.

The issues raised by student parapsychology projects, this paper presents a descriptive overview of the final-year projects that have been supervised by KPU staff since its inception. These may act as a large number of pilot projects that might help guide future research. As these final-year projects are mostly unpublished, they may also place published studies in a wider context with respect to possible file-drawer effects. The KPU-supervised projects consist of two types: those that include a psi task and those that do not. As space is limited, I will only briefly describe the non-psi projects before going into the psi projects in greater detail.

Study Retrieval

Every available 4th year thesis that had been supervised by KPU members was retrieved from the Koestler Library or directly from KPU members. Students are permitted to work in pairs (and, rarely, in groups of three or four) for data collection but have to write up their thesis independently, sometimes resulting in two or more theses written on the same group of data. In these cases, the thesis that was retrieved first was taken to represent the joint project.

Study Characteristics

Four main types of study characteristics were recorded.

The first is the main “demographic characteristics” of the thesis collection. The number of participants gives some indication of the statistical power of each study (which affects the potential of the study to detect a hypothesised genuine experimental effect at a statistically significant degree), and the sex of participants gives an overall picture of the gender balance in these studies. Finding support for preplanned hypotheses indicates the “success” of the project (in terms of finding support for predicted effects and relationships), though of course a successful study in pedagogical terms could have null findings but be well designed, conducted, and reported.

The second concerns the research area of the project, including whether the study includes a psi measure, and a more detailed breakdown of the study topic.

The third provides a fuller picture of the characteristics of the psi studies in particular. One question of interest is whether the psi studies include a prediction of an overall psi effect (e.g., they include a “proof-oriented” hypothesis). In contrast, overall psi effects in process-oriented studies can be “washed out” if the experimental design includes conditions predicted not to be psi-conducive. As student projects often contain exploratory analyses, the extent to which the projects reported psi findings arising from post hoc analyses was also noted.

The fourth study characteristic of interest was whether the project has reached the public domain, either through journal publication or presentation at a Parapsychological Association conference (where details of method and analyses can be found in the conference Proceedings). In no cases was the full thesis published, but a version of the project could be written up for conference presentation or publication. If neither occurred, then the project is essentially in the “file-drawer.” KPU student projects are also sometimes presented at the conference of the Society for Psychical Research. However, this conference provides only abstracts, so many
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2 Prior to Morris’s arrival, John Beloff for many years conducted parapsychological research at Edinburgh and supervised both undergraduate and PhD student projects. This paper does not survey the pre-Morris projects.
methodological and statistical details are unavailable; one could argue that this lack of detail means the projects are essentially “unpublished.”

**RESULTS**

Before I describe the results of this survey, some caveats are in order. First, the information provided here is meant to give a *description* of KPU student projects as described by the students themselves in their theses. This is not a meta-analysis because there are some inherent limitations to this database: the projects vary in detail, making it difficult to combine them. Second, although the projects were supervised by experienced members of the teaching and research staff, normally such supervision would not extend beyond advising the student on study design, helping provide facilities, and advising on analysis and write-up. It would therefore be rare for a supervisor to be present during actual data collection or to check that the students had correctly followed the planned procedure. In other words, in terms of the distinction I set up at the outset of this paper between directing research assistants and encouraging budding scientists, I would say that most of the KPU staff have preferred to follow the latter route. Third, time has passed, students and supervisors have departed, and in most cases we no longer have access to the studies’ raw data. So we are required to take the study conclusions at face value and to trust that the students have been both truthful and proficient in how they have collected, analyzed, and reported the data. Finally, although the supervisors may have given students feedback on the thesis contents during the writing process, the finalized theses have not been subjected to peer review.²

**Demographic Characteristics of the Sample**

A total of 127 students completed projects supervised by KPU members. Of these, 25 projects were jointly conducted by two or more students, giving 96 projects in all.

**Year of project and supervisor.** The projects span a 20-year period, from 1987 to 2007. Most were conducted in the 1990s and the vast majority (72/96 – 75%) were solely supervised by Robert (Bob) Morris (RM), with a further 12 (12.4%) being co-supervised by RM.

**Participants.** A total of 4,717 individuals participated in these projects. The mean number of participants per project was 49.9.³ The relatively large standard deviation for participant numbers (34.1) indicates a great deal of variability in project size; indeed the projects ranged in size from 12 to 228 participants (Median 40). This variability often reflected the methodology being used. For instance, the largest study was questionnaire-based and used factor analysis; therefore large numbers were needed for reliable results. Thirty-five (36.5%) of the projects gave no information about the sex of participants. Of the remainder, there were approximately equal numbers of male (M = 23.8, SD = 15.8) and female participants (M = 26.5, SD = 18.8). This suggests that the student experimenters were making some effort to go beyond the usual convenience sample of undergraduate psychology students. Otherwise we would expect to see a predominance of female participants, as females outnumbered males by about 3:1 among the students’ peer group.

**Project “success.”** It turned out to be difficult to ascertain the success of each project in terms of finding support for preplanned hypotheses because most projects planned to test several hypotheses and did not clearly indicate a single main hypothesis. It was fairly common, therefore, for students to report mixed findings, with support for some hypotheses but not others. Of course, the more hypotheses tested, the greater the likelihood that some of these will achieve statistically significant support by chance alone.

**Research Area**

**Psi or non-psi?** The 96 projects were first categorized into two groups: those that included a psi task and those that did not. Just over one third of the projects (38/96 – 39.6%) included a psi task. Before looking more closely at these, the following section briefly describes the non-psi studies.

**The non-psi studies.** Fifty-eight projects (60.4%) did not include any psi task. These were further subdivided into topics that had a direct link with parapsychology and the psychology of paranormal experiences and beliefs, and those with no such link. It is perhaps interesting to note that, although this review concerns projects supervised by KPU members, 40 projects (41.7% of the total 96 projects) were not directly related to the paranormal. These projects covered research areas such as sports psychology, volition, and occupational psychology, largely reflecting Bob Morris’s interest in performance enhancement. This was an area where Morris considered that parapsychology might have something to contribute to mainstream psychology, and vice versa. Example titles are:

- Stress within organisations: An evaluation of a stress management course with the Scottish Police College.
- An exploratory study into athletes’ delay in attending two sports injury clinics.
There were 18 non-psi projects that were related to the paranormal (18.8% of the total 96 projects). These involved study of the psychology of the paranormal, and factors affecting free-response ESP judgments. Appendix A gives a full list of the year, titles, authors, and supervisors of these projects. Example titles are:

- The effect of varying levels of instruction/experience upon the judging of free-response ESP data.
- Do people’s beliefs in ESP affect the way they evaluate evidence confirming or disconfirming their beliefs?
- The therapeutic consequences of visiting a medium.

The Psi Studies

The remainder of this paper concerns the 38 projects (39.6% of the total 96) that included a psi task. Appendix B gives a full list of the year, titles, authors, and supervisors of these projects. Almost three quarters of these projects included a hypothesis predicting overall significant performance on the psi task (27/38 = 71.1%). The remaining 11 studies did not predict an overall effect, suggesting that these studies may have used contrasting conditions expected to “wash out” performance on the psi task when combined, such as psi-believers versus disbelievers (e.g., projects by West and Newell).

The predicted outcome. Of the 27 projects predicting overall significant performance on the psi task, 8 (29.6%) found a predicted significant effect. This is considerably greater than the 5% of studies expected to be significant at the .05 level by chance alone. Although some of these studies do report results that are only marginally significant, others report effects even less likely to occur by chance alone, such as \( p < .000001 \) (Langbridge) and \( p = .0005 \) (Norfolk & Rose). However, most projects did not specify the analysis that would be used to evaluate the hypothesis, and some had more analyses than could be evaluated. In some cases, Volumes B and C presented one psi outcome (e.g., EDA presentiment and Blood Pulse Volume) as well as unconscious (physiological) responses in the case of SaH) and did not specify a single psi outcome measure. These factors are likely to inflate the likelihood of finding significant effects by chance alone.

Statistical power. Student studies tend to have relatively modest resources. This means that large numbers of participants are needed to lead to reduced statistical power. This in turn makes it more difficult to obtain significant results. To estimate whether this might have been a factor in the 70% of projects that predicted but did not obtain overall significant results, the studies’ participant numbers were compared. The studies that predicted and found overall significant scoring on the psi task had a mean of 54.9 (SD = 10.2) participants. Those that predicted and did not find significant scoring on the psi task had 36.8 (SD = 11.3) participants on average. This suggests that, compared to the significant studies, the nonsignificant studies are not being unduly hampered by low statistical power.

Post hoc psi findings. Over half of the psi projects (22/38 = 57.9%) reported significant post hoc findings related to psi task performance. This is perhaps not surprising because student projects often include a number of exploratory analyses and sometimes use novel methods that do not allow firm predictions to be made. We might expect that the students conducting the 19 studies that predicted but did not find overall significant psi task performance would be particularly tempted to data-mine in order to boost their study’s findings. Sixty-three percent of these projects (12/19) reported post hoc psi findings, compared to 50% (4/8) of the studies that had predicted and found significant psi task performance. It appears, therefore, that there was a slight tendency for students to engage in more data-exploration when they did not find a predicted main effect.

Type of psi task. The projects used many and varied psi tasks. ESP/precognition tasks included dowser for a hidden penny, presentation of photographs of happy and angry faces, detecting the happy or neutral emotional state of a sender, as well as the better known ganzfeld free-response method and forced-choice studies with Zener cards. PK tasks included attempting to exert a psychokinetic influence over the fall of dice and over RNG-driven computer visual displays, including choosing which of four static rectangles would be selected by the computer; controlling a randomly moving spot’s position relative to a circle, and influencing a balloon being driven by a fan onto spikes. DMLS studies included attempts to facilitate attention-focusing and performance on a choice reaction time task, and the autonomic detection of remote observation. In addition to the variety of psi tasks, most studies incorporated an investigation of various psychological characteristics, such as personality, creativity, volitional competence, volitional strategy, imagery strategy, belief/disbelief in ESP, meditation, and self-confidence. Given that we are dealing with only 38 psi studies with different combinations of the variables listed above (and more), the studies are not easily compared. Nevertheless there were some small clusters of studies that used fairly similar psi tasks, and these are described in the following sections in an attempt to see whether any informative patterns emerge. Each table presents the studies in chronological order; further details of date, title, and supervisor can be found in Appendix B.

Free-response ganzfeld ESP studies. There are five studies in this group, four of which have been presented at PA conventions (Morris, Cunningham, McAlpine, & Taylor, 1993 [which contains two studies]; Symmons & Morris, 1997; Morris, Summers, & Yin, 2003. All used an automated ganzfeld procedure in which targets were automatically displayed in a distant room while the participant relaxed, experienced unpatterned sensory stimulation, and reported aloud his or her thoughts and impressions.
Symmetrical study used rhythmic auditory stimulation (drumming at 7 and 2 Hz) rather than white noise. Table 1 gives the principal characteristics of these studies.

### Table 1
**Characteristics of Free-Response Ganzfeld-ESP Studies Conducted as Student Projects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Participant type</th>
<th>Hits/Trials (MCE = 25%)</th>
<th>z (one-tailed p)</th>
<th>Effect size z^2/N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cunningham</td>
<td>Creative &amp; extravert undergrad “sheep”</td>
<td>13/32 = 40.6%</td>
<td>1.84 p = .03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McAlpine</td>
<td>Unselected undergrads</td>
<td>8/32 = 25%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmons</td>
<td>Mostly undergrads selected for prior psi experience &amp; mental discipline</td>
<td>21/51 = 41.2%</td>
<td>2.51 p = .006</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colyer</td>
<td>Unselected undergrads</td>
<td>9/40 = 22.5%</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summers &amp; Yim</td>
<td>Selected artists &amp; musicians</td>
<td>15/40 = 37.5%</td>
<td>1.643 p = .05</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** When a negative value is shown, this indicates the results are in the direction opposite to that predicted; one-tailed p-values are only given when the results are in the predicted direction.

*All projects except for McAlpine used dynamic video clips as targets. McAlpine used static and dynamic video clips.

We can see from Table 1 that three of the five ganzfeld ESP studies obtained above-chance hits rates (mean hit rate = 33.4%, mean effect size = 0.18). Though the numbers are small and other covariates may account for the studies’ outcomes, the nonsignificant studies used unselected student participants whereas the significant studies used participants selected for “creativity,” extraversion, and prior psi experience or use of a mental discipline. Two of the studies had near-zero effects, whereas three had comparable effect sizes around .30 in magnitude, suggesting some consistency in the findings.

### Table 2
**Characteristics of PK-RNG Studies Conducted as Student Projects That Reported an Overall PK Outcome**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Participant type</th>
<th>RNG type</th>
<th>PK outcome</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dumughn</td>
<td>Undergraduate female smokers</td>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>(24) = -1.601</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentles</td>
<td>Unselected undergrads</td>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>(59) = 1.21</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grice</td>
<td>Undergrads selected for sporting experience</td>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>(39) = -0.05</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamley-Saville</td>
<td>Undergrads selected for no meditation experience</td>
<td>Unreported</td>
<td>Mean hits = 40.015 (80 trials, MCE = .40), z = .003</td>
<td>.0003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** When a negative value is shown, this indicates the results are in the direction opposite to that predicted; one-tailed p-values are only given when the results are in the predicted direction.

*1 - (r/df)^2 (df)
2 (z^2/N)

**EDA-staring studies.** There were three studies in which electrophysiological activity (EDA) was monitored while participants were the subject of periods of remote observation (via camera) interspersed with periods of nonobservation. As shown in Table 3, none of the studies obtained significant results. Effect sizes were of comparable magnitude, though slightly lower when a convenience sample of undergraduate students was used.
TABLE 3

CHARACTERISTICS OF EDA-STUDYING STUDIES CONDUCTED AS STUDENT PROJECTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Participant type</th>
<th>Identity of stater</th>
<th>Psi outcome</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Howat</td>
<td>General volunteers</td>
<td>Experimenter</td>
<td>n(27) = 0.905*, 0.17</td>
<td>p = .38, two-tailed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lort-Phillips</td>
<td>Involved with “dance subculture”</td>
<td>Experimenter</td>
<td>n(27) = 0.96*, 0.18</td>
<td>p = .17, one-tailed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juniper &amp; Edmann</td>
<td>Unselected undergraduates</td>
<td>Experimenter</td>
<td>n(65) = 0.917, 0.11</td>
<td>p = .36, two-tailed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*No directional prediction was made in this study; EDA was more activated during stare than non-stare periods.

EDA-presentiment studies. There were five EDA-presentiment studies, as shown in Table 4. In these studies, EDA was measured in the few seconds prior to exposure to emotive or neutral stimuli. The earliest of these studies (Norfolk & Rose) found a highly significant effect in the predicted direction; one found a nonsignificant effect in the predicted direction, and three found nonsignificant effects in the direction opposite to that predicted (i.e., lower skin conductance prior to exposure to emotive compared to control stimuli). Effect sizes were rather varied, suggesting inconsistent findings. Norfolk and Rose investigated and discounted the possibility that their results might be inflated by the use of anticipatory strategies by participants. However, there is another reason to doubt the reliability of Norfolk and Rose’s findings, as explained further in the discussion section.

Process-Oriented Studies

As mentioned above, 11 studies did not predict an overall significant psi effect. Most of these were process-oriented studies that either correlated individual difference variables with psi outcome or compared two conditions, one of which was expected to be more psi-conducive than the other. Again, this was a heterogeneous group in terms of the research question; however, two small clusters of similar studies can be identified. Four looked at sheep goat effects (one predicting a reversed SGE, replicating Lovins, 1981), and three found the predicted significant relationship between belief and ESP (West, Newwell, and Gendes). Four looked at aspects of vigilance and psychokinesis task performance, and two found significant relationships (MacLullich and Prince).

1 The study by Norfolk & Rose had two psi outcomes: EDA presentiment and BPV presentiment. To avoid reporting two psi outcomes for a single study, I report only the EDA results here because this was the first hypothesized psi outcome.

TABLE 4

CHARACTERISTICS OF EDA-PRESENTIMENT STUDIES CONDUCTED AS STUDENT PROJECTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Participant type</th>
<th>Stimulus type</th>
<th>Psi outcome</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norfolk &amp; Rose</td>
<td>Unselected undergraduates (N = 43)</td>
<td>Extreme (positive &amp; negative) vs. calm pictures</td>
<td>Wilcoxon statistic (z = 3.28, p = .0005)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimmock &amp; Tawse</td>
<td>Unselected undergraduates (N = 36)</td>
<td>Extreme (positive &amp; negative) vs. calm pictures</td>
<td>Wilcoxon statistic (z = -1.6)</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crichton, Lowe, Dowding, Wilson &amp; Wright</td>
<td>Unselected undergraduates</td>
<td>Acoustic startle vs. silent control</td>
<td>Wilcoxon statistic (z = -1.536)</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costley &amp; Gregory</td>
<td>Unselected undergraduates</td>
<td>Emotionally arousing vs. neutral pictures</td>
<td>Wilcoxon statistic (z = -1.188)</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochrane &amp; Wilson</td>
<td>Undergrads selected for no meditation experience</td>
<td>Arousing vs. neutral sounds</td>
<td>Wilcoxon statistic (z = 0.555, p = .461)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. When a negative value is shown, this indicates the results are in the direction opposite to that predicted; one-tailed p-values are only given when the results are in the predicted direction.

File-Drawer Issues

Of the 96 projects, only one has led to a journal publication (Watt, Wilson, & Watson, 2007). Not surprisingly, none of the nonpsi projects that are unrelated to the paranormal have been presented at PA conventions. More surprisingly, none of the nonpsi projects that are related to the paranormal have been presented at PA conventions. Seven psi studies (18.4%) have been presented at PA conventions, with two being presented in a single paper.

The studies by Cunningham and McAlpine were also reported at the PA by Radin, McAlpine, & Cunningham (1993) in the context of geomagnetic effects. The original projects had not been planned to investigate geomagnetic effects, so I am taking the Morris et al. (1993) paper as representing those projects.

For the record, I am aware of one student project that falls outside the consideration of this paper because it was a three-year undergraduate project on staring detection and it was not supervised by KRU staff. It was presented at a PA convention as a research brief (Lee et al., 2005; see reference list for details).
These are listed in Table 5; full references can be found in the reference list. It appears that there is a tendency to select for PA presentation studies that have found significant results for the psi task, because the proportion of significant studies presented at the PA (5/7 = 71.4%) is considerably larger than the overall proportion of studies that predicted and found significant overall psi effects (8/27 = 29.6%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Author(s)</th>
<th>PA Proceedings citation</th>
<th>Overall significant psi task performance found?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cunningham</td>
<td>Morris, Cunningham,</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McAlpine &amp; Taylor (1993)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McAlpine</td>
<td>Morris, Cunningham,</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McAlpine &amp; Taylor (1993)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sah</td>
<td>Delano &amp; Sah (1994)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmons</td>
<td>Symmons &amp; Morris (1997)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brady</td>
<td>Brady &amp; Morris (1997)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summers &amp; Yim</td>
<td>Morris, Summers,</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&amp; Yim (2003)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopkinson &amp; Fraser</td>
<td>Watt, Fraser,</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&amp; Hopkinson (2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSION**

This paper reviewed 96 undergraduate student projects supervised by members of the Koestler Parapsychology Unit at Edinburgh University and conducted between 1987 and 2007. Of these projects, 41.7% were unrelated either to psi or to paranormal experiences and beliefs. Around 18.8% were related to paranormal experiences and beliefs but contained no psi task. Of the 58 projects (39.6%) that included a psi task, 27 predicted overall significant performance on a psi task, of which 8 (29.6%) found the predicted significant overall positive psi scoring. However, some of these projects had more than one psi task and did not specify a single outcome measure. Interestingly, there was little difference between the number of participants (and hence statistical power) for the “successful” (in terms of finding a predicted overall psi effect) and the “unsuitable” studies. However, with only around 35 participants each, the psi studies would conventionally be regarded as low-powered. This is not particularly surprising, given that these were student projects with necessarily limited resources.

Although the projects were very diverse (see Appendix B), in an attempt to discern informative trends, four small clusters of projects were identified that had used similar psi tasks: PK-RNG, EDA prezentment, ganzfeld ESP, and EDA staring studies. The first two tended not to show any consistency of performance on the psi task, with the majority (8/9 studies) obtaining nonsignificant psi results. Perhaps this is because all the PK-RNG studies analyzed their data on a per-condition or per-trial basis, rather than on a per-bit basis. Therefore the power of the student studies, in terms of number of trials, is very low compared to the PK-RNG studies meta-analyzed by Bösch, Steinkamp, and Boller (2006) that had thousands and sometimes millions of bits, and that found a very small but significant overall effect size. However, effects for the PK-RNG and prezentment studies often occurred in the direction opposite to that hypothesized, suggesting that inconsistent results might continue to be found even with improved statistical power. Of course the alternative possibility is that these studies simply did not support the hypothesis of the existence of psi because, even if psi exists, it is not readily detected using PK-RNG or EDA prezentment methods.

As mentioned above, a cause for concern arises over the one significant EDA-prezentment study (Norfolk & Rose). The study by Dimmock and Tawse, conducted 1 year later as a replication of Norfolk and Rose, initially found highly significant results (z = 5.57). However, on further investigation Dimmock and Tawse found that this was due to a faulty data analysis program; when the data were manually analyzed, chance results were obtained. Based on the contents of the students’ theses, we cannot rule out the possibility that, although Norfolk and Rose explored and ruled out anticipatory strategies as causing their sizeable apparent prezentment effect (z = 3.28, effect size = 0.49), there might have remained a problem with their data analysis program as it is quite likely that the same or a similar program was used in both studies.

More reliable findings came from the ganzfeld and remote staring studies. Significant results and relatively consistent effect sizes were found in the majority of the ganzfeld studies, specifically those with selected participant populations, such as persons who were "creative," extraverted, or had practiced a mental discipline. This trend, though based on only a small sample of studies, is consistent with the high scoring found in previous (Schütz & Honorton, 1992) and subsequent (Dalton, 1997) ganzfeld studies with creative participants, and with Milton and Wiseman’s (1999) meta-analysis that found above-chance scoring for participants who practiced mental disciplines. It seems that the use of selected participants is preferable for experimenters conducting proof-oriented ganzfeld ESP research. Furthermore, a small number of the process-oriented projects found evidence in support of the sheep-goat effect. This reminds us of one of parapsychology’s more reliable findings (e.g., Lawrence, 1998) and suggests that if parapsychologists want to maximize the likelihood of obtaining significant psi results then they should also select participants on the basis of their belief in the paranormal. It is perhaps worth emphasizing that even if researchers believe that the evidential basis for psi has already
been well established (and therefore that there is no point in doing further proof-oriented research), we can nevertheless learn more effectively how psi works by maximising the psi-conduciveness of the experimental setting.

There were only three EDA staring studies. None was statistically significant; however two were quite low-powered with only 28 participants each, making statistical significance difficult to achieve. All three found effects in the predicted direction and of a magnitude ($r \approx 0.15$) larger than that found in the Schmidt, Schneider, Uts, and Walach (2004) meta-analysis of 15 remote staring studies (with the latter finding a mean effect size of $d = 0.13$, which converts to $r = 0.07$). However, the two databases are not independent because Schmidt et al. retrieved unpublished studies, including two of the three studies reported here (Howat, and Juniper & Edmann). Nevertheless, particularly given that remote staring detection is a commonly reported real-life psi experience (Sheldrake, 2005) I would echo Schmidt et al.'s recommendation that further high quality research be conducted using this method.

This survey also suggests that there is a tendency to select for presentation projects that have obtained evidence supporting the psi hypothesis. This is not surprising because positive results are more interesting to present and to hear than null results, just as they are with journal publications. But this tendency does give an unrepresentative picture of the degree of support these projects have found for the psi hypothesis. Nonetheless, the dataset as a whole found a sizeable proportion of significant results, and thus it could be argued that it is overall supportive of a psi hypothesis.

This paper has two goals. The first was to put on record—to bring out of the file-drawer—the principal characteristics and findings of KPU student projects. I return now to the broader goal, which is to consider the evidential status of mostly unpublished student projects at the KPU and the implications for future research. The already-mentioned limitations of other educational institutions. Given the already-mentioned limitations of the "budding scientists" pedagogical route, such as the actual data collection and analysis being largely the responsibility of the students alone, some might feel that these projects' findings are less reliable than studies conducted by more experienced researchers or students not essentially acting as research assistants. Meta-analysis' practice differ because there is a trade-off between avoiding file-drawer effects, and including possibly unreliable indices, thus allowing the effects of low quality studies to be quantified to some extent. Milton & Wiseman (1999) included the gazelle studies of McAlpine and Cunningham, not in their original unpublished form but as re-analysed in the PA proceedings. One would expect the reliability of these studies to be higher because they have undergone peer review. If students have been given a relatively free rein and their projects are unpublished, I would not recommend using such projects in a meta-analysis unless they are accompanied by thorough quality-coding. Even then, the project write-ups may conceal errors in procedure and analysis that could remain undetected by quality coding. Of course the same can apply to even the most experienced researcher, but we may assume that the trainee researcher is more error-prone.

Aside from the question of poor quality methodology, some might suspect that students would be motivated to simulate positive results because these findings are easier to report and are likely to be viewed more favorably by markers. This is an unfalsifiable hypothesis, so it is not very useful. However, students using automated data collection would find it relatively difficult to simulate positive results, and the fact that only about $30\%$ of the KPU-supervised psi studies predicted and then reported finding overall psi effects suggests that cheating is not widespread among these students. Furthermore, conscious or unconscious biases during data collection and analysis may also be present among researchers who may have equal or greater stakes in producing significant results than students.

It has been difficult to find overall trends in this review given the miscellaneous nature of the bulk of the student projects. Such is almost a microcosm of parapsychology as a whole. The great strength of student projects is that they can be very innovative as the students themselves can come up with fresh research ideas. Symmons' gazelle project using different drumming frequencies rather than white noise as auditory stimulation is one example of a successful variation upon an established methodology. So we could regard such projects as risk-taking pilot studies that might suggest new lines of research for subsequent systematic investigation, or that explore modifications of well-known methodologies. However, if we want these projects to contribute to the database of formal psi studies, they need to be both closely supervised and systematic so that they may be published within a wider research context. At the same time, this will bring them out of the file-drawer. A few of the KPU student projects, particularly the gazelle studies with selected participants, are relatively programmatic. We could go further to encourage systematic student research, but that is likely to be at the cost of flexibility and novelty, and would not allow the student to follow his or her own initiative. In her excellent article on how educational activities in parapsychology can be used to recruit new researchers, veteran instructor Gertrude Schneider (1999) describes how she advises her students to conduct replication studies. But, she says, "the best part of that advice is that the bright students don't take it" (p. 29). It is down to the educator him or herself to make a judgment as to whether...

---

9 Using the formula $r = d/\sqrt{(d^2 + 4)}$
pedagogical goals can be satisfied simultaneously with wider research goals
and, if not, which should take priority.
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